CPS IS HOSTING AN “OPEN” MILITARY TANDEM TETHERED BUNDLE (MTTB) COURSE AT OUR TACTICAL TRAINING FACILITY (CPS-TTF) IN OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 2017. THE COURSE INCLUDES PASSENGER AND BUNDLES. THIS COURSE IS OPEN TO ALL QUALIFIED JUMPERS. YOU WILL BE FACTORY TRAINED AND CERTIFIED AS A MTTB/TANDEM OPERATOR UPON SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION.

- WHERE: CPS-TTF, COOLIDGE, ARIZONA, USA
- WHEN: 30 OCTOBER – 17 NOVEMBER 2017
- COST: CONTACT CPS*
- PRE-REQUIREMENTS TO ATTEND:
  - 250 MILITARY FREEFALL JUMPS (S/L NOT INCLUDED)
  - MILITARY FREEFALL JM QUALIFIED
  - 25 HAND DEPLOYED PILOT CHUTE JUMPS (PRIOR DROGUE JUMPS ACCEPTABLE)
  - HAPS CARD (OR FOREIGN EQUIVALENT) & MEDICAL CARD
- ONLY 12 SLOTS AVAILABLE
  - TO SECURE A SLOT, CONTACT YOUR CPS SALES ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE (AE) OR CONTACT CPSAEs@CPSWorld.com
  - CPS SOV3-TS TANDEM EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FOR RENT* HOWEVER, WE REQUEST THAT YOU TO BRING YOUR OWN. (2 SYSTEMS IF POSSIBLE). SOV3-TS (MILITARY SIGMA ONLY)
  - TRAVEL, ACCOMMODATION, M&I, OTHER COSTS NOT INCLUDED

Note: If you bring your own military tandem sigma systems (SOV3-TS), these must be in compliance with FAA regulations

*Contact your CPS AE for a quote or CPSAEs@CPSWorld.com